KPMG IT consulting services cover a broad range of activities, like supporting the selection and adaptation of new and disruptive technologies, the development and implementation of our clients’ IT strategy along with the transformation of IT operations, the detection of cost-cutting opportunities and the selection of suppliers. Our project consultants assist clients in developing the right portfolio management methodology, managing projects and performing quality assurance, thus ensuring the timely delivery of projects to the desired standard and within budget.

We apply international methodologies and KPMG’s own frameworks, but we believe that every advisory problem is unique and requires a unique solution. Accordingly, the majority of our team is made up of highly skilled senior experts.

As part of our team, we will count on you to...
- take part in large business and IT projects,
- act as a junior expert in Project Management related engagements, like IT system development, project portfolio management, project quality assurance,
- assist with the analysis of client requirements and development of proposals and deliverables,
- track the progress of project deliveries and dependencies,
- keep close communication with people from different areas of the project (e.g. development teams, business analysts),
- assist in status reporting for different stakeholders of the project,
- assist the senior consultants in creating specific problem related conceptual designs, and present them to the Customer,
- support the senior team in business development, prepare and present related professional materials,
- to participate in consultancy service development tasks.

This is a perfect opportunity for you, if you have...
- university degree specialized in IT with strong interest in Economics/or Economics degree with IT experience,
- minimum 1 years’ of relevant work experience, preferably in the area of IT Project Management,
- knowledge of some leading IT technology (Is an advantage, however not required),
- strong English skills and Hungarian native language knowledge is a must,
- good Command of MS Office (Excel, PowerPoint, Word),
- ability and willingness to learn and deliver in a challenging environment,
- strong analytical and presentation skills,
- good communication skills, adapted to the needs of the client,
- basic knowledge of project management methodologies,
- agile methodology knowledge (is an advantage, however not required).

We’ll provide you with...
- mentorship from highly skilled expert senior colleagues who helps in onboarding and gives support in ongoing professional issues,
- opportunity for professional development and learning in different areas of the IT landscape,
- access to a broad range of trainings, possibility to get international certificates,
- opportunity to work and explore different industries and sectors,
- performance based career advancement,
- competitive salary and benefits (including health insurance to all eligible employees and flexible fringe benefit system),
- helpful colleagues, good work atmosphere, regular formal and informal team building events.

If you are up for the challenge, please apply by uploading your English and/or Hungarian CVs.

Apply easily and experience success together.
KPMG.hu/karrier